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ABSTRACT
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in explaining the location ofindividual households. Estimates ofelasticities ofthe probabilities of

a rcpresentative individual choosing a particular community with respect to the various variables are

calculated and discussed.
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1. Introduction

Much of the modem empirical literaturc on household location decisions has dealt separately with

two related conceptual issues: one group of studies has focused on the effect of penonal and /rolsin6

characteristics on individual housing choices, while a second group has concenfated on individual and

community attibutes.l Furthermore, two distinct empirical methodologies have been used in each of

these research areas: an early hedonic price approrch and a more recent use of discrete choice (logit)

models.2 Since we view the latter empirical approach as more.instructive, and since most prevrous

discrete choice models have focused mainly on housing characteristics, we propose in this paper to

utilize the discrete choice framework to focts explicidy on the corwnunity cluica problem (which had

previorsly been srudied mainly using hedonic price models).

Examples of research in both empirical traditions (hedonic pricing and discrcte choice) are

caregorized in figure 1. The early hedonic price literaturc, for example, paid little auention o

community characteristics and public good levels3 until Oates' (1969) seminal strrdy relating median

property values o local public good levels and local tax rates4 and l(ain and Quigley's ( l9?0) study

that combines extensive individual housing data widr community variables. However, while these

studies tested the extent to which tax rates ard local public good levels are capiulized into house

prices, it remains unclear to what extent empirical evidence on capitalization can inform us about the

imponance of local fiscal variables in location choice. Edel and Sclar (1974), for example, argue that if

the Tiebout ( 1956) model held perfectly, a rcgression relating land values to taxes and services

(holding other variables constant) would show rro capitalization of taxes or services.S

Like the early hedonic price studies, discrete housing choice models also began by focusing

primarily on housing characteristics (as opposed to local public goods). While Quigley (19E5) built on

an approach suggest€d in McFadden (197E) by modelling and estimating recently moved renters'

choices in three stager_in which renters ultimately consider local public goods in the final stage, his

focus is decidedly not on this last stage. ln fact, although this is not a central result in the paper, he

surprisingly finds that school and public expenditures have small ncAatrve effects on the probability of

a renter choosing a community. Other than Quigley (1985), however, thc empirical significance of

local public goods in discrete household location choice models rcmains unaddrcssed. The important



contribution of McFadden (198) and Quigley (19E5) therefore lies not so much in the estimates of the

effect of public services on location choice as it does in the development of an econometric approach

that may yield rcliable estimates in the future when better data become available.

While we lack the data to address the empirical importance of community variables in a complete

housing choice model that coruiders explicitly Dofi housing and community characteristics, we

propose here to focus directly on the discrete choice individuals make over comnunincs by analyzing

data which combines individual tax dala on homeowners with community variables. A unique

combinadon of data from state income and propeny tax forms provide information on incomes,

property holdings and community choices as well as the number of children (imputed from exemptions

taken on income tax forms) on a household basis. Furthermore, data on community characteristics

such as tax rat€s, local public good levels (per pupil school spending), crime rates and commercial

activity arc r€adily available. Additional federal tax data and Census information on housing

characteristics allow for the econometric estimation of private consumption levels for each household

in each community.

Two types of models are considered below. ln the first, consumers arc as,lrumed to choose their

optimal community based on local characteristics of that community, local public good levels and

privatc consumption levels available o hem under fte assumption that their choice of house size

would be the same in each community. This enables us to provide the first estimates (that conform

with our intuition) of the direct effects of public tax and service variables on discrete location choice.

However, the absence of information on individual houses (other than their assessed values) prevens

us from exlending our analysis to include house characteristics and causes us !o make the artificial

assumption that individuals would choose identical house sizes in all communities. To see whether our

estimates are sensitive to that assumption, we then consider a second model in which we simply

regress the discrete communiry choice on various community variables, individual characteristics as

well as cotratuiry hciixe quality and price variables. While this specilication has less theorctical

justification, it does not impose the artificial assumption that individuals determine house size prior to

choosing communities. Estimates of the impact of community variables swh as crime and public

school quality are shown to be robust across the differcnt specifications. Thus, while data limitations

do not permit us at this point to use McFadden's (197E) and Quigley's (19E5) insights to include the



housing (as opposed to community) choice explicitly, we are able to provide srong suggestive

evidence that community fiscal variables are an important part of the housing choice equation.

2. The Model

The theoretical model that forms the founduion for this study is described in Nechyba (199a). In

drat model, consumers choose among different house typas in different communities and take

characteristics ofthe communities, local public good levels, tax ratcs ud equilibrium house prices into

account. Ideally, 0ren, an agent's choice of a community should be considered jointly with his choice

of the level of housing services consumed. This would rcquire estimating a model that considers

housing, individual and community characteristics jointly in a simultaneous cquation6 or a nestcd

model (as in Quigley (1985) and McFadden (19?8)). As mentioned in the inroduction, we are limited

o absracting from the dwelling choice and focusing on individual and comrnunity characteristics due

to our limited and aggregarc information on housing from Census data (see Section 3). As a result, we

will analyze two separate models, a "rurdom utility model" (Section 2.1) that makes a strong

assumption regarding individual housing choices, and a "mixed polytomou choice" or "indirect

utility" model (Section 2.2) ftat relaxcs this assumption.

2.1. A Random Urtlity Model of Conuunity Choice

First, we simplify the theorctical model in Nechyba (1997a) by holding the level of housing

services (house size) fixed at the time the choice among communities is made; i.e. we assume that

irdividuals choose the number of rooms they require prior to choosing a community. To the extent this

assumption is violated, we are therefore excluding house tlTes an agcnt may have considered when

making his residential choice. ln Section 2.2 we attempt to conect for this as best we can given the

available data For now we begin by assuming for each agent n an underlying utility function that

excludes housing and is of the formT

nn (i,xr,z")= k,xS"ee,. (l)

where k, is a community specific constant, x, is the level of local public scrvices and z, is the level of

private good consumption that is possible for individual n in communiry i. The last of these differs



between communities because the 'tommunity entry price' as defined by the price (inclusive of tax) of

an equally sized house differs across the communities. Furthennore, the parameter k, depends on

characteristics of community i other than public service levels and local taxes, characteristics such as

rhe level of crime and the degrce of commercial activity. Taking logs, this utiliry specification becomes

no(i,x,,z)= lnh + cl lnxi + plnz. + eto. Q)

For estimation purposes one could either use community dummies or more specific descriptive

variables to take account of the first term (ln k,). We test both of these approaches and report rcsuls in

Section 5. The utility specification used in the rcst of the paper, therefore, is

uo(i,x,,2,)= yci * cl lnx, + plnz, + ern, (3)

where c, is a vecior of community characteristics such as crime rates and degrees of commercial

activity (or, in other specifications, a vector of dummy variables (community fixed effects)). If

consumer n chooses community i, we assume that nn(i,x,,zr) = max {ro(l,x.,,zro) ljeJ=the set of all

available communities).8 Following McFadden (1973), we hypothesize disturbances that are

independent and identically distributed with Weibull disribution, which implies that the probabiliry of

n choosing community i is given by

p[nchooses i l=  =-dc i lo tn r+ptn3-  (4 )
)  e T c i + o l n x j + P l D z r o

j € J

This approach implicitly assumes that the domain of choices in the model includes the communities

contained in the actual choice set agens in the sample face and that the independence of irrelevant

altematives (IlA) assumption holds. Although actual choice sets are likely to contrin more communides

than those in the model, we arc carcful to chose our six communities in close proximity to one anotler

such rhat they clearly had to be within the choice sets of each agent rcsiding in any one of these

communities.9 Funhermorc, even if agents considered other communities, McFadden ( 1978) has

shown that consistent estimates of parameters can be obtained fmm a fired sample of the full choice

set" Finally, our statistical lests reported in the body of this paper indicate that the IIA assumption does

indeed hold.

It should be noted that there can be endogeneity problems with some aspects of this approach. In

particular, as individuals migrate in rcsponse to exogenous changes in such community characteristics



as crime or distance to work, housing supply responses within communities may lead to changes in

housing pricx as capitalization occurs. (For an illustration of this in a computable generai equilibrium

context, see Nechyba (197b, 196a,b).) White there is ample evidence in the literature that

capitelization of many local variables occurs in differcnt contexts, the extent of capitalization remains

an unsettled question in bodr the theoretical and empirical literanrru. Widr insufficient data to estimate

a full general equilibrium, simultaneous equations model, our results below should therefore be

interpreted either as partial equilibrium estimates or as long run estimates under the assumption of

elastic supply responses. Furthermore, we view endogeneity of school spending as well as the

potential endogeneity of crime rates as a less serious concem for the marginal changes we simulate in

Section 5.lo

2.2. A Mixed (Indirect tltility) Polymmous Choice Modelrr

ln the previous section we have constructed a random utility model in which the measured

variables correspnd to variables we expect n enter directly into utility functions. In the process,

however, data limitations have forced u to make the somewhat artificial assumption that housing size

decisions are exogenous to community choice. We therefore construct a second econometric approach

in order to dctermine dte robustness of the estimates when this housing choice assumption is relaxed.

In particular, after analyzing estimation results using the first (random utility) model, we run additional

logis in which we rcgrcss the community choice directly on individual characteristics (like income and

family size), community characteristics (like crime rates and school quality) and community housing

variables (price and quality). In particular, we model the probability that agent n chooses communiry i

as

Pln chooses il = eYc i+  c l  ln  x i  +  oz  P i+  c  q i  +  B  yo

I  e T c i + o r l n x l + c 2 p j + c r q i + P y !
j €J

where c1 and xi are interpreted as before, p1 is the marginal price of an additional unit of housing in

community i, qi is the average quality of housing in community i, and yi is a vector of personal

characteristics (like family income and family size) that does not vary with community choice.

While this does not explicitly model the choice of housing and community, il is less restrictive in

(s)



the sense that it does not fix the housing size choice for the households in the sample. otr the other

hand, the variables arc not directly interpretable as arguments in a utility functions as in the model

described in Section 2.1, but they caz be interpreted as arguments in indirect utility functions.

Econometrically the approach complicates the previous model, however, in that some variables are

now subscriptedonlyby n (thus the term "mixed" polytomous choice).12 We reportresults using this

alternative approach mainly to illustrate that our estimates from the original model are robust to

weakening the housing choice assumption.

3. The Data

The data used in this paper contain information from income ax and homestead rebate forms of 90

percent of all homerwners in six New Jersey school districts for the fiscal year 1987. In particular,

income information from New Jersey tax forms is marched with property information from homestead

rebate claims for each individual to form a unique data set containing both income and property

information on an individual basis. Thus, each individual's income (by category), exemptions,

property value, and community (school district) are known.l3

Federal income uxes for each agent in the New Jcney tax sample were imputed from the IRS

Stadstics of lncome (SOI) Sample for New Jeney. SOI data contairs the complete federal income tax

forms for approximately 3000 New Jersey residents for the year 1987. This data was divided into two

dimensional cells based on the number of claimed exemptions and 24 brackets of the New Jeney

defrnition of gross income. Then, the median federal tax bill within each cell was matched to tar

returns in the New Jersey tax sample by both the income brackes and the number of exemptions. We

are thus able to add imputed federal ux liability to each individual in the New Jersey tax sample.l4

In New Jersey, school districs are independent political unis hat use propeny hxation as tie

primary local funding means. Furthermore, school districs are coterminous with local municipalities,

with each municipaliti fully contained in a school district. (Although it is not true for any of the school

districts used in this study, some school districts are composed of more tlnn one municipality.) This is

particularly convenient for a study such as ours in that we do not have to be concemed about

overlapping local jurisdictional boundaries.

Nanrrally it would make little sense either computationally or conceptually to use information on all



567 school distric6 in New Jersey. As noted before, we take the employmentdecisions by individuals

as given which implies that an agen!'s choice of residence is severely constrained by the location of his

job. It would therefore be unreasonable to assume that an agent could have chosen to live in Trenton

when his place of work is Atlantic City. Any subset of school districs to be used for the present

exercise must thcrefore comprise a small enough area such that the assumption dnr any agent in these

school districts could feasibly have lived anywhere in the area of study is reasonable. For example, if

an agent is observed to reside in Atlantic City, it is reasonable to assume he could have chosen to live

anywhere within a 5 mile radius but chose not to. A second advantage of zeroing in on a small area is

dru local public spending figures as well as private income estimates lose some of their comparadve

meaning when schools and individuals facing different cost structurcs in differcnt parts of the state are

used. Furthermor€, arc.as (such as communities around New York City) known for their racial and

ethnic tensions can be avoided without loss of information. Finally, $e communities should exhibit

some degree of variation in the variables of interest, most importantly income and local spnding on

education. Thus, we chose a subset of school districs according to three criteria (i) the land arca of

these disricts should be relatively small; (ii) the arca shonld be absent any racial or ethnic tension; and

(i.ii) there should be some variation in local fiscal characteristics.

It is on this basis that we chose six school districts in the suburbs of Camden City in Camden

County which lies to the southeast of Philadelphia: Chcrry Hill, Collingswood, Glouchester, Haddon,

Haddonfield, and Pennsauken. Other surrounding school districb could not be included due to data

limitations (either too few observations or missing key variables.) The distance between any vo of

these school districts is less than five miles; fiscal characteristics vary considerably: and they do not

include areas with minority populations greater than 5% of total community populations.15

Funhermore, they are populous enough to comprise 22,739 individual observations in the tax data

described above. Sirce the dala set does not include welfare, social security and unemployment

compensation information, and since federal tax information for hose making over $250,000 was

unavailable, only agents with gross incomes between $10,000 and $250,000 are kept in the sample. In

addition, since education is taken to be the local public good of interest, anyone with fewer than two

exemptions (who could nor have children of school agc at home) a.s well as all thosc above the age of



65 are exchded from the analysis.l6 Finally, a few agen6 with excessively high home values are

discarded.

4. Construction of Variables

The RHS variables x, and z, in equation (3) are constructed fmm dre data described above. Note

that as agents move between communities, even when we assume the house size o be fixed, both x,

and z" vary for each agent Thrs, unlite multinomial logits such as Dubins and McFadden (1984)

where RHS variables arc exogenous characterisrics like age and race, all RHS variables in the random

utility modcl arc endogenous to the choicc of community (whilc only sonre of the RHS variables in

the mixed polytomous choice model are of this nature). An observation for an agent thus consists of

not only the values of x, and z^thrthe acmlly chooses, but also the /rypodrcn'cal values of these

variables had hc chosen anorter connuniry. In other words, each observation consists of six data

componenc: one with the values of the variablcs x, urd z, acnrally observed in the community the

agent bas chosen to reside in, and five conaining the hypotlrctical levels of x, and z, for he five

different communities the agent did no, choose.

4.1. Thc local Public Goods

As mentioned above, the school districts we study rue coterminous with municipalities that provide

municipal sewices such as public safety, hcalth and welfarc scrvices, road maintenance, and

rccreational services. ln terms of public safcty, agents are much more likely !o bc aware of local crime

rates han local poLice expenditures which are highly uncorrclated in our sample. Per ruident police

expenditures in Pennsauken, for example, were approximately $l0l in 1984, while rhey toralled only

$66 in Haddonfield (State of New Jeney ( 1984)). At ttrc same time, however, the violent crime rarc rn

Pennsaulcen was over 5 times that of Haddonfield (see Table 2). We therefore include crime rates

rather than public expenditures on safety in out logits (see Section 4.3). Health and welfarc

expendiu[es tend to be uniform across municipalities as they are largely mandued by rhe state and

federal govemmenE, and we have no access to good dao (other than expenditures which are

problemuic for the same reasons as police erperditurcs) on road maintenance and rccreational

expcnditures. We thercfore mercly notc that, sirrce thc inchsion of municipality fued effecrs does little



to change coefficients of the variables we are most interested in, we think that these factors play a

negligible role. Furthermore, the municipalities are geographically so close to one another that public

parks and recreational facilities in any one community are quite accessible from any of the other

communities; i.e. many of these facilities are not excludable.

This leaves only one main source of local expendinre which also happens !o be the largest

category of local spending: primary and secondary education. While there is some evidence in the

capitalization literatue that per pupil spending may not be a good proxy for snrdent achievement

(Rosen and Fullerton ( 1977)) and thus for school quality, we find evidence that this is less of a

problem in our sample. Although we do not have data on all schools in the districts we analyze, we

find large conelations between several achievement variables and per pupil spending in those distric8

(Cherry tlill, Haddon and Haddonfield) for which we have quality data.l7 Furthermore, the proximity

of the districts to one another makes it unlikely that there exist any large cost differences that would

make the use of a per pupil spending variable problematic. Finally, we think tlut per pupil spending in

the absence of such cost differences can act as a signal to parents of the local commitment to public

education even if spending does not automatically uanslate into greater achievement (Hanushek

(1986)).18 Since education remains the only real (excludable) locally provided good of interest, 4 is

thus defined as the level of public education in community i as measured by per pupil spending on

education.19 Furthermore, the hypothetical value for each community that was not chosen is easily

obtained by simply determining the level of local per pupil spending on education in the communities

the agent did not choose. The school spending regressor is then simply the log of per pupil spending

and is labeled ISCHOOL.

4.2. Private Good Consumption and Housing Prices

As noted before, in our initial random utility model we assume that agents choose among the six

communities holdingtheir house type fixed. The available tax data provide for each agent the assessed

value of the house he owns as well as the school district his house is located in. The state of New

Jersey publishes the average ratio of assessed to true value of real property (based on actual sales of

homes) for each school district on a yearly buis (State of New Jersey (1988)). It is then easy to

convert the assessed home values in the New Jersey tax data to estimates of rrr market values.

t 0



Furthermore, Census data (U.S. Census Bureau (1993)) provide for each community the distribution

of owner-occupied houses based on the number of rooms in the house. Thus, the Census fumishes a

frequency distribution of house sizes while the tax data provide a frcquency distribution of house

values for each community. We assume that witlrrn each community, house values arc a monotonic

function of house size; i.e.

y11us =fr(size) (6)

where i denotes a cornmunity. Since the tax data include almost all owner occupied houses for each

community, this assumption allows us to esdmate the house price functionsj as follows.

For each community, we take the Census specified percentiles of houses of each size (2 rooms, 3

rooms, etc.) and determine the brackes of house values for thal community that faU inlo those

percentiles. For example, if the Census data specified that 12 percent of all houses in community i have

3 or fewer rooms and 4 percent of all houses have 2 or fewer rooms, we determine from the tax data

the value "x" of a house in fte 4dr percentile and the value "y" of a house in the l2th percentile. We

then say that the bracket [x,y] reprcs€ns all house values in commwity i with approxirmtely 3

rooms. Funhermore, we take the median in each bracket to be the value of a house in community i that

hu exactly 3 rooms. This procedure yields eight brackes ( I to 9 rooms) and thus eight median poins

that march a house value to a precise house size in each community. Plots of these poins for the

different communities reveal an esssntially linear relationship between house value and house size. We

thus run a linear regression for each community of median house values against number of rooms. The

regression utilizes the eight observatiors derived from the analysis above and yields highly significant

estimates of parameters in linear price functions of tlre form

value={(rooms) =L +Qi+rooms. (7)

The R2's for these regressions fall between 0.9? and 0.98, and the coefficiens )r, and Q, for tlre

different communitiqare.reported in Table l. The marginal price of ur additional room varies with the

community and is given by $, which later forms the PRICE vaiable in the mixed polytomous choice

model.

The inverse of these price functions,

r - t  r - .^r- - - r  _ valUe -  
\rOOmS =,f  i ' (v :uue) = -

9i

l l

(8)



then allows lls to estimate fte actual house size chosen by each individual. This value is assumed to be

the same for both fte school district the agent actually resides in as well as the communities the agents

has chosen not to reside in. It can therefore be used to calculate the estimated house value for each

agent in each community not chosen by that agent (using (7)).

The variable zi' is intended to measurc private good consumption which can be derived by

subtracting all tax paymens and a payment for housing from each individual's gross income. On 198?

New Jersey tax forms, gross income, adjusted gross income (AGD and axable income are defined as

follows:

Gross Income = Wages + Inlersst + Dividends + Other Income

AGI = Gross lncome - Pensions (10)

Taxable lncome = AGI - Medical Expenses - Alimony - (l l)

Rasidential Deduction - IO00*Exemptions.

Since the elderly are not part of our sample, Gross Income and AGI are equivalent for most agents

in out sample. From it we subract estimated house, alimony, local property tax, stale income tax, and

imputed federal tax paymenb to arrive at private good consumption. Actual house payments for agent

n in school district i are computed based on tre value of the house n resides in and assuming a 30 year

fixed interest rate mortgage (with an interest ratr, of 7%). Hypothetical house payments for the same

agent in school district j*i arc determined in the same way once the true value of a house of the same

size in community j is estimated using equation (7). Alimony payments are included in the New Jersey

tax data set and are the same regardless of where the agent resides. Actual local property tax payments

for agent n residing in community i are also provided in the data set, while hypothetical property ux

payments for the same agent in community j*i arc calculated by multiplying the hypothetical value of

the same sircd house (determined above) by the local propeny ux and the assessment ratio in school

district j. New Jersey 3tate income uxes are calculated by simply applying New Jersey tax tables to

taxable income as defined above. This state income tax liability is virtually dre same regardless of

where the agent resides (differing only by the residential deduction which does not vary greatly).

Finally, federal tax liability is imputed from another data set of New Jersey federal tax payers in a way

described previously. Here, the tax liability is assumed to be identical regardless of the place of

(e)
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residence. The private consumption level z" in each jurisdiction is then just the reported income minus

all tax payments, alimony payments and the estimated house payment; (log z") enters the logi6 as

LCONSUMP.

4. 3. C o nunnity Charac te r is tic s

We consider several other community characteristcs: (i) COMMERCE is the percentage of land in

the local jurisdiction devoted to commercial (but not indurial) activity; (ii) CRIME is the annual

violent crime rate in each jurisdiction (violenr crimes per 1000 rcsidents averagcd over the years

1985,86 and 87); and (i0 DISTANCE is the average distance (in miles) in each community from a

major cenual buincss district-20 Finally, community specific house price and quality variables are

used in the mixed polytomous choice model. As noted before, the variable PRICE is simply the

marginal price (Q) of an additional unit of housing as reported in Table l. Further, we use the

percentage of houses built since 1980 as a proxy for house quality in each community. This percentage

is reported in the Suwtury of Demikd Howing Cluracteristks published by the US Censrs and

forms our QUAUTY vuiable.

5 .  Resu l ts

Estimated logit coefficiens for both the random utility model and the mixed polytomous choice (or

indirect utility) model are rcported in Table 3. Two versions of the random utility model are prcsented:

Model I which uses community characteristics (DISZWCE, CNME and COMMERCE) to accounr

for c, (from equation 3) and Model 2 which uses community dummy variables (COILIN, CLOUCH,

HADDON, HADDONFI, PENIVJ).2I In both thesc models, all variables vary across choices and,

with the exccption of LCONSUMP, not across individuals. In the "mixed" Model 3, on the other

hand, some variables vary across communities and some across individuals. Those that vary only only

across individuals (el?mptionS, income) have to be inr,oduccd analogously to dummy variables in

order to prcvent singularity problems; i.e. COILEXEM, for example, is equal to zero whenever

Collingswood is no, chosen and is equal to the number of exemptions on an individual's lax retum

when Collingswood is chosen. Funhermore, to avoid singularity problems, the income and exemption

variables (those ending in "rNC' and"EXEtr'f'respecrively) for one of the communities (Cherry

l 3



Hill) are omitted. Finally, we should note that, by including the community specific variables PNCE

and QUAUW in Model 3, we had to drop one of the other community specific variablcs

(DISTANCQ because of lack of sufficient degrees of freedom (given only six communities).

5.1. Strengthof the Models

Coefficient estimates for both ISCHOOL and LCONSUMP (u well as that for PRICE in Model

3) are highly significant even when we con€ct the standard errors due to the presence of estimated

values (from the regressions in Table l) in the logit e4uations.22 This implies that both local school

spending and community enry prices (i.e. housing prices and local tar ratas) play a significant role in

predicting individual community choices. The degree of commercial activity (COMMERCE) arf,the

average distance from a metropolitan area (DIS?WCE) seem to also play a role. In paniculu,

incrcases in commercial activity and distance from the metropolitan center (i.e. shopping opponunities,

restaurants, etc.) raise the probability a community is chosen. The variable CNMEis significant and

negative in all models which indicatcs a decrease in the probability that a community is chosen as the

violent crime rate increases. Finally, higher marginal housing prices decrease the probability of

choosing a community while higher housing quality increases that probability (all else equal). The only

counterintuitive result is dre sign on DLSZWCE which, urban economisB would suggest, ought to

be negative. We conjecture dre following: while DISZWCE measures the distance from the nearest

metropolitan center (Philadelphia), it also captures the distance from Camden City (a suburbbetween

Philadelphia and the communities we srudy). Camden City had a high fraction of minority residents

(687o compared with less than 5% in sunounding communities) and had 27 violent crimes per 1000

residents in 1987 (compared to an average of 2 in the sample of communities in this study). Negative

spillover effects captured in the D/SZWCE variable may therefore outweigh other faclors.

The Hausman-McFadden ( 1984) ast for the assumption of independence of irrelevant altematives

(trA) was performcd-on all veisions of the model and the resulting test statistics arc rcponed in Table

3, all of which pass the Hausman-McFadden lest at the 0.01 level.23 Since R-squareds and pseudo R-

squareds are difficult to obtain and interprct in regressions of this kind, we instead compare predicted

numbers of residents to ac$al numbers of residents for the different communities in Table 4 and

observe that, with the exception of Collingswood, the two numbers are fairly close to one another.
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5.2. Interpremtion of Results from the Raadom Uility Model

While rhe signs and t-statistics in Table 3 are informative, the coefficients cannot be dtecdy tied to

marginal effecs. We therefore calculate the elasticities of the probabilities with respect to changes in

the variables in the logis.24 Throughout this section, we use mainly Model I to analyze the impact of

communiry variables. While similar analysis has been conducted for Models 2 and 3, much of this

analysis goes unreponed here becarse predictions (conceming the impact of changes in community

variables on probabilities) are comparable in both magnitude and direction to those predicted by Model

l. At the end, we comment on additional results from Model 3.

Ceteris paribus, a I percent increase in the level of per pupil spending on cducation raises the

probability of the average resident choosing a particular community by anywhere from 1.65% to

3.06%. Per pupil spending can easily vary by 3O percent or more betwecn neighboring jurisdictions,2s

which implies that the predicted impact of public education spending on community choice is quite

large. For example, were Glouchester to raise ia per pupil spending on education hrough an

exogenous Brant (i.e. without decreasing private good consumption levels) to levels observed in

Cherry Hill, the model would predict an 73% increase (from 0.063 !o 0.109) in the probability an

average agent would choose Gloucbester. Thus, the data strongly support the notion that local public

good levels have a significant impact on location choices. Furthermore, we have nrn logis similar to

Model I in which we have interactrd ISCHOOL with the number of exemptions a household

claimed. Results are virually identical o those reported here with the number of exemptions making

little difference in the analysis. This is re-enforced by the results in Model 3 in which most of the

coefhciens on the number of exemptions arc statistically insignificant.

Just as school spending thercfore seems to be quite imporunt, community "entry" prices have

significant impacts as we[. A l7o increase in an average household's private good consumption within

a particular communiry (because of either higher tares or higher house prices) can change the predicted

probability of that agent choosing this community by anywhere from 0.7% to 1.3%. Thus, a $ 1000

differcnce in annual consumption levels for a family with household income of $30,000 makes a

difference of approximately 2.5Vo n the probability that this family chooses the communiry.

Funhermore, this change in probabilities differs substantially with family income. Forexample, for a
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family witlt annual income of $ 15,000 the change in probability is over 5%, while for a family with

income of $50,000 this predicted change is below t.57o.26 (Ihis is also consistent with the negative

signs on income variables in Model 3.)

It should be noted that coefficient estimates for ISCHOOL and LCONSUMP ue of similar

magnitude across all model specifications we ran (some of which are reported in Table 3) regardless of

what other control variables we include in the logis. At the same time, it is clear from the results in

Table 3 that local public good levels and community entry prices, while importanq axe not the only

community factors significant in location choices. In particular, both crime and local commercial

activity seem to matter as well. A l7o increase in the violent crime rate, for example, can decrease the

predicted pmbability of an agent choosing a particular community by between 0.19o and 0.4%. Given

that crime rates range from 0.9 to 4.63 in the sample, these prcdicted effects arc quite large. For

instance, were the crime rate in Pennsauken, a relatively high crime are4 to decline from 4.63 violent

crimes per 1000 to 3.63 violent crimes per 1000, the predicted probability of an average agent

choosing Pennsauken would rise by 9.1% (from 0.262 I to 0.2860), and a decline in the violent crime

rate to the level of Haddonfield's (0.9) would cause this predictcd probability o rise by nearly 34Vo

(from 0.2621 to 0.35 l2). We furthermore interpret the coefficiens on the DIS2INCE variable as

additional evidence that crime matters a great deal in household location choices. In panicular, while

we might expect a negative sign on dds coefficient, we hypothesized above that the actual positive sign

is due to negative spillovers from Camden City which, among other undesirable charactenstrcs,

features an exceedingly high violent crime rate (approximately 27 violent crimes per 1000 residents).z7

According to the estimates provided by Model l, r lVo increase in distance from Philadelphia leads to

anywhere from aO.25Vo to AO.7% increase in the probability an agent chooses a particular community.

Equivalently, an increase of I mile from Philadelphia (and Camden City) causes an increase of 7.07o

(from 0.0776 to 0.0830) in the probabilities of an agent choosing Haddonfield. Finally, commercial

activity within a community, too, plays a role. A I percent increase in commercial activity raises the

probability of an agent choosing a community anywhere fuom 1.2% ta2.5%.

So far, then, Model I has provided empirical evidence for the importance of a variety of

community specific factors in household location choices. These results remain unchanged when some
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additional community fixed effecs arc added to the model, although it becomes increasingly difficult to

obtain convergence. Model 2 takes the different approach of focusing on only local public good

(school spending) and entry price (consumption) variables and "carching" all remaining unobsewed

community differences in dummy variables. We report these results mainly to illustrate the relative

robustness of the coefficients we are mainly interested in, in particular local public expenditures on

education.

5.3. Additional Resul* from the Mixed Polytonous Choice Modzl

As discussed in Section 2, the main restriction imposed in Models I and 2 is the artificial

assumption that the choice of house size (number of rooms) is independent of the community choice.

Model 3 relaxes this by combining the community characteristics from Model I with individual

characteristics as well as community house price and quality variables on the RHS. Instead of

calculating private consumption levels (that implicitly incorporate community entry pricas) under the

assumption that house size is frred, we include household income (which does not vary with

community choice (COLUNC, GLOUCHINC, HADDINC, HADFINC, and PEIVS/NC)) as well as

PNCE and QUALITY directly in the logis. (We also include exemptions as RHS regrcssors..t

While the limited degrees of frcedom arising from the presence of only six communities in the

sample do not allow us to include all community characteristics, we find little change in the coefficients

f.or CRIME, COMMERCE nd ISCHOOL. Furthermore, the interpretations of these coefficients are

essentially identical to those in Model I and therefore are not discussed here. As noted before, adding

the number of exemptions, this time as additional regressors, does not improve the model significantly;

in fact, witlr the exception of PENSDGM, all variables endngin"DGM'are statistically

insignificant. Thus, just as interacting ISCHOOLwith exemptions in Model I makes linle difference,

includrng exemptions explicitly in the logits is largely inconsequential. Additional children (beyond

one) in the householdrheieforc seem to have Little impact on community choice. Again, our main

observation concerning Model 3 is the robustness of the communiry level coefficient this paper

concentrat€s on even when the most restrictive assumptions in Models I and 2 are rclaxed.

The additiona.l coefficients of interest, then, are those on PNCE and QUAUTY. As expected,

higher housing prices, all else being equal, result in rcductions in $e probability that a particular
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community is chosen, while higher house quality levels result in increases in these probabilities.

Furthermore, the magnitudes of the impact of these variables on probabilities is sizable. A 1% increase

in the price of an additional room, for example, reduces the probability that an agent chooses this

community by benveen 0.6% and 0.8% for the different communities. While this may initially seem

small, marginal prices vary by as much as 7l% between the communities in the sample. Similarly,

daspite a fairly crude measure of house quality (percentage of homes built since 1980), Model 3

suggests that quality mattcrs as much as price.28

6. Conclusion

This paper represens a first step in analyzing directly the impact of local public service lerals ard

community entry prices on individual location choices. It utilizes a unique data set containing both

income and housing daa on an individual level to conclude that inlividual community choices can be

explained in part through local fiscal variablcs such as local commitment to public education and local

house and tax prices as well as other community characteristics including local crime rares, disunces

from metropolitan (and high crimc) areas and dcgrces of commercial activity. These results, in

particular those regarding education and crime, confirm anccdoal evidence and explain such rends as

the increasing emphasis on public safety and educational quality in planned communities.

In the process of the analysis, additional questions arise which provide fertile ground for fuurrc

research. One of the models ued here, for example, abstracts away from the important simuluneous

choice individuals make over communities and levels of horxing services by holding fixed house sizes

in each agent's choice set, while the other rclaxes this assumption without explicitly modelling the

simultaneous choice of dwelling and community. Furthermore, the model is still quite partial

equilibrium in nature. An adaptation of current economeric methods to allow for the estimation of a

framework that models housing and community choices jointly and that endogenized some of the

variables might suengrhen thetenrative conclusion of this paper thar public service levels and local

entry prices play a substantial role in explaining wherc individuals choose !o live and may furthermore

shed light on the largely unexplored rclationship between community and housing choices. Finally, a

replication of this type of approach with a different data set may eslablish the robustness of the resuls

presented here.
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Footnotes
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6 Scc, for cruplc, Ki!8 (l9SO), t c {rd Tp6t (19?t) ud Dubin sd McFddcD (19t4). King (l9SO) ud lro ud Trcrt (1978)

rcldc most clo&ly 3o lbi! FFr h tbrt ibcy invcrtigrt! tbc dirqcte tlnw cboie ed bousinS crpcndiues

rinult|@urly, Tbur. ths dir@b cboie ia tbcsc prpc.r cotr€m. mtiot mu ovninS Dd pickiot comuniaicr.

7 Iti" ir abc riEplerr po$iblc utility funclioo coorircot witb abG tbcocticd Bod.l in Nabybr (1997r).

t Tbrcugbout it ir tbcr{re nerrlry to Gsmc th|t crcb individull't oberycd @munity cboicc is in frcl bir opaim.l

cquilibriu cboie. Altbougb moving corts cledy inbibit frcqucot @nrucr.djustm.nts, sc tbinl tbrt tba rclativcly lagr

dctrcc of ino.-mcbopolitu mobility povidcE some rc$or to bclicvc @roucrr rdjusI tbair lsal @munity choicc

hcqucntly Gnoutb lo justify tbc ssuption lbrt most consmqr rcrid€ in abcb op{iDrl comuoity rt uy poiol h tinc.

(Thir l[gc dcgr@ of Dobility it in tb! litrrrtw on bourinS ud Gne cboie (Hsutbct md Quiglcy (19?8), Iosnid6
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students toing to fou yed @lleges. Scb@l quality dsta ws foud in Collcge Entsm@ Exuitation Boqd 0990).

It Inqeued sp€ndhg by scb@k may in frct allow peDts to dcvotc tbcir timc to 4tivities otber ths oooitoring tbcir
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For thc t{cnl prcblco of usirg cstinarcd vslues i! Fttrrriona e Pagu (1984) ud Muphcy sd ToFl (1985).

For tbc Hausmrn/IrlcFaddcn test statisliG rcportcd iD Tablc 3, wc drcplFd PcN8uLco s e sltlm8tivc. Wc alro Frfomed

tbc suc tc6t by drcppilg crcb of tbc othcr 8ltlmativcs. I! 8ll ces, thc modcls psscd tbc Hsusm&A{cFrddcn !.st at tbc

0.01 lcvcl.

(Sa Crcsne (1990) for s dcriv8tion.) More gmcrally,

lb = p{ r+)p -4 9& =-r,e, p *l*1*r.
d x j  d &

This givcs risc to a mstrir of sc.lc fetors:

P(l-Pr) -prpr

-Pfr P{l+t

-P:Pr t*

This matrir is evalu8ted at !h€ soplc mc&s using Model I sd prceot d in Tablc 5. Iodividusl m[tb8l cffcc{s cu lben be

dctemiocd by multiplying tbc Eppropri8te scalc f&tor with thc rclcvet co.fficicnt. For cruiplc, to dcicminc tbc effccr on

thc probability of r rcprcrcntativc retidrnt cboosinS Cbcrry HiU if lcal pcr pupil speoding rig by $100, onc would

multiply lbc rclcv&l P (?.2590) by tbc approprist scalc frctor frcm rbc abovc mrtrir (0.24931 in Trblc 5) ud rhco by

(lot (4.t7lFlot (4.7?l)) (i.c. tbc diffcreoe batwccn thc vtluc of ISCHOOL witb qd witbout tbc ddition8l $l0O in

sPcndins) to grt 0.0tBl. In otbc'r words, a $l0O inqce in Fr pupil spcndiog on education in Cbcrry Hill raises tbe

Probability of a rcprcrcntative agent choosiog Cbcrry Hill by 8pprorisstlly 3.4 pcr@ntagc poists. Notc thrt this

calculation ssucs tbat privatc conruption levcls rcm.in @mtut: i,c. tbc cslcul.tion trcrts tbc $100 inqauc in local

per pupil Epcndint on .ducation 6 if it wcrc fundcd by m crotcnous bl$k gmt.

25 S*, fo, 
"r-plc, 

figucs for CollinSrwood ud cbcrry Hill in Trblc 2.

... _PrPs 
I. _pzps 
l.' . . : l

. . .  p{r_p5) I

? {



l z t
I

It ily bc llEpliog, .t tbL FioE to @ndwr | "bdled budgct'' udytir i! vbicb wc rt!.opt io c.bdrrc ihc chulG in rbc

prcblbiliry D rvcntc ltcnt cb@'Gr s putisbs omuity ebon tht omunity ilw Fs tropil rFDding aad niu

rufficioi ts Frcouc to |goplirb ttit. Givo tlc nlrtiwly higbc inpet of Fr Frpil rFrdirt o! th3 pFbrbiliticr,

ruch u udyrir wouH cbdy irdic||G lbrt th3 !rcbdility of u rsrNgo .gcot ch@rila r @@ity lbd Fr$Gd 3Bh !

policy muld drc- Howcv6, tim tbd thir ir r prtld GquilibiiuE mdcl, tivcn 6rr ru hrrc bel uo$lc (du b drtr

limitdor) b Grdofoizs ptic6 wbich sould c|drdiz. c,bts i! policy (s Setbo 2), ud 3ivm thrt tbit udydr ir

truc oaly fc u "rvcrtc" ttcDl *c do Dot ootl&r tllt "bal&c!d budtot" |t,pmrb !o bc Fsdslrrly brtwdvG.

Ar nmiioo.d bcfoF, two tbidr of tb sibot3 of CrEd.! Citt e mb6s ol niffiity trluF, Ffticuldy blrtr $d

birpaig. lb rhl crEor i!. doinbitity (or t Ft of Drbtt m&nimity bubldr il our roglc) ot llviq ruy

ftoo CrE&! Ci.y L dE b bit! diE! a rdrl |!lbd..lditn(ril. b judta

W. do mt i!cM3.ffctivc prcpcny la r&r r r nHS vdoh Lc|lrr lha! ir mdrlly m vd|lba ir tts. nts

w oouuaitiGt (E Trblc 2).

:
i

I

:
I
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FIGURE T

Classification of Some
Previons Shrdies in the Literature

.Wbilc thc* papcn do includ! bm tc.b6t of led pblic gmdr (in Fiicuh(, F$lic
sb@ls), tbcy do oot f@s oB tb6c ud somc3im€ lct @ut6-inuitiw prnmcllr
6tiDat6.
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TABLE 1

Community Spocific Pareneter Ertimates lor Equetion (O
(end t*tetistics)

Cherry H. Colling. Glouch. Haddon Haddof. Fennsau.

r.28n
(3.0e)

0.9365
(13.37)

0.n

Qi

R2

4.1592
(-1.2E)

r.3945
(14.15)

o.97

0.9861 4.9(x6
Q.94') (-2.49,

034?8 0.E170
(r5.o) (r3t2,

0.97 0.n

3.0513 0.1003
(5.78) (0.34)

l.l40E 0.7879
(l2.Et) (16.0)

0.97 0.98

{l
I
I
,



TABLE 2

Community Characteristics

Cherry H. Colling. Glouch. Haddon

Per Pupil school Spendingi v,771 $3,654 S3,5EE $3,E35

Effective hop. Tax Ratest 3.02 3.26 3.lE 3.05

violent Crimes per 100dn 2.23 1.E7 1.25 1.30

Dstance from CC (in miles)iv g.5 7.5 6.5 g.z

Percent Commercial' 25.5 14.2 22.9 14.3

Median House Room Numbervi 7,2 5.5 5.8 5.9

Percenr of Houses built since 1980vi 15.0 0.2 4.2 2.6

HaddoDf. Pennsau.

$4,453 $4,070

2.93 3.00

0.90 4.63

10.1 4.4

13.1 35.2

6.9 6.2

1.4 7.6

' School spendinS figures are averaged for the years 1985, 1986 and 1987 a:rd co be found in
New Jersey 4ss,ociates (1989).

ii These arc effecrive tar rates for 1987 as reponed itr Srale ofNew Jersey (1988).
iii Crime rates are for the year 1986 and can be found in New Jersey Depanment of Law and

hblic safety (19E7).
i" The dismnce figures were calculated by the authors as the distanc€ !o the nearest cenEal city

from tlte center of the school district.
' See New Jasey Associares (1989).

"i See U.S.Census Bureau (1993).
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TABLE3

Logit Cocftrcient Estimates (and t-statistics)

Vqiablc ModGl I Model2 Modcl3

DISTA}ICE

CRIME

COMMERCE

ISCHOOL

LCONSAMP

PNCE

QUAUTY

COLUN

CI'UCH

T]ADNN

I]ADDFI

PBrlVt

COUE'IEM

CIOUCHEIIEM

,IILDDEXEM

,TADFEXETI

PENSEXEM

coLuNc

cu)ucHNc

HADDNC

,IADFNC

PljJSa/C

0.055 (3.25)

-o.r234 G5.20)

9.4910 (24.t0)

7.2590 (13.21)

t.r?ttg (?o.22,

6.65(x, (r2.0r)

423.32 Q1.Bt

-0.3330 (-r0.5r)

-0.76s7 (-23.n1

-1.5598 (-29.43)

.1.4309 (-{,1.06)

-0.t t36 (-6.63)

-0.1993 (-5.2r)

il.342r (3.01)

r.l32r (6.69)

-r6.59il G6.64)

25.6051 (6.92)

0.614 (r.5?)

0.0270 (r.r9)

-0.0r79 (-r.(D)

0.0275 (1.16)

4.04?9 G354)

-0.952r (-lt.t9)

-r.5330 c26.57)

.{r.$56 (-25.3r)

-0.93?t (.14.9?)

-r .14& ( .31.93)

Cbisq. 21,t26

T6t for IIA 173.43
(Hrumu/lr{cFrddca)

Nmbcr of Obmrrbu 22,139

26,!21

162.15

22,719

r t,014

9t.42

22,119



Tablc 4

Predicted vs, Actual Populetions

Cherry H. Collingsw. Glouches. Haddon Haddonf. Pennsauken

hobabiliry
Predicted N

Actual N

0.473E21

10,774

l 1,002

0.02507E

570

1,62

0.06327t 0.098068 0.077618 0.262137

1,439 2,230 1,765 5,961

t,376 2,310 r.155 5.2y

Table 5

Metrix of Scale Factors (Model 1)

Cherry H. Collingsw. Glouches. Haddon Haddonf. Pennsauken

Cherry Hill

Collingswood

Glouchester

Haddon

Haddonfreld

Pennsauken

0.249314638 4.011882s82 -0.m99tn$ -0.&6466605 -0.036777231 4.12420593r

4.011882582 0.024449315 {.001586896 4.W1459370 -0.001%6534 4.006573934

-0.029982285 4.001586893 0.059273651 .0.006205515 4.004911520 4.0r6587435

-0.96466605 4.0n?/59370 -0.m6205515 0.0tE450615 -0.007611883 4.9257m240

4.03677123t 4.001946534 -0.004911520 4.007611883 0.071593850 4.02034679

4.ru20s93t 4.006573934 -0.016s87435 4.Qs7072n -0.020y679 0.r9y2r22r



Teblc 6

Elasticides of hobrbilides (Model 1)

Per Rrpil Privat Violeot Commcfcial Disonce
Spenditrg Consumption Crime Activity from CC

Cheny Hill 1.651
Collingswood 3.05E
Glouclr*r 2.93t
H& 2.829
fll5ofdd 2.E93
hnnsrulco 2315

0J2l
1.340
r.2tl
t239
1.26t
1.014

r.273 03n
1.314 0552
2.036 0.4@
t.2A 0.626
r.t47 0.703
2.465 0.U5

-0.145
4.225
-0.144
{.145
.0.1(n
4.4n

,t


